
 
 

„Sustainability Superhero wanted!“ 
Expert in Market Development in Sustainability 

 
 
Who is denkstatt? 
We are business advisors on natural and social capital, who connect an entrepreneurial mindset with environmental 
and social science expertise. We also are more than 150 experts situated in Austria, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary and 
Slovakia who live for the cause and have fun at work. We drive the change to a sustainable society. 

Your Superpowers: 
* You are successful in connecting to people 
* You care for the client and maintain good client relationships 
* You are motivated to drive the sustainability change in companies 
* You have a broad overview of all relevant sustainability topics 
* You are smart and fun to work with 
* You already have an established network 

Your Qualifications: 
* Minimum of 2 years of relevant sustainability work experience 
* Professional background: education in technical or natural sciences, and/or green/ sustainable economy 
* Willingness to travel (Slovakia, CEE) 
* Languages: Fluent English & German are a prerequisite  
* Good IT-working skills  

Additional Assets: 
* Consulting experience in comparable sector/position of more than 5 years 
* Work/study experience abroad 
* Experience in automotive/manufacturing industry/energy management  
* Experience & interest in climate related topics 
 

Our Offer: 
* We´ll offer you inspiring tasks and continuous new challenges in the fields of the environment, sustainability and 

society.  
* In our work, individual responsibility and self-confidence are just as important as integrity and fun.  
* We learn fast, we think outside the box and we consider our clients as partners.  
* The quality of our work has the highest priority. 
* A minimum salary of EUR 1.350 /month/full-time employment 
 
We highly encourage candidates with need for part-time employment and/or flexible working hours to apply. 
The place of work will be primarily the employer's office in Bratislava, home office is a offered option as well. 
 

Please submit your CV and cover letter in English & German to Mr. Joachim Kircher (joachim.kircher@denkstatt.at) 

by 15.05.2021. 
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